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How To Deal With Dominant Dogs
Make your dog work for all of its food (7-12 kibbles for reward) **Put the
bowl away, you are hand feeding for two weeks. NO FREE FOOD!
Make them work for everything that they love (The ball, dog park, treats, love and 
attention, car rides....etc.)
Let a small leash drag around the house for approx a week, so you can
correct them for ANY unwanted behaviour. Remember your verbal correction. 
Correct with a very loud “NO” for things like jumping up, mouthing, biting,
humping, barking at you, & nudging
Do not give into demands, such as barking, nudging, playing,
whining....EVERYTHING must be on your terms ONLY!
Don't let them up on any furniture. This includes your bed-Unless you invite them. 
(and they have to work for it!)
Exercise them for at least 45 min daily. This does NOT include walking on
leash. Best forms of exercise are: Playing with another dog, fetching
a toy, and swimming
Belly up is a natural acceptance posture. Once a day invite your dog over for
a free belly rub. Show your dog how enjoyable this gesture of sub
ordinance can be. Don't just do it when your dog is sucky. Sometimes do it when 
they are hyper.
Take some alone time for yourself. Make sure your dog is separated for at
least one hour while you are home. They should be able to hear you
but not see you. This is important!! For you and for preventing or curing 
Separation Anxiety.
KEEP YOUR FACE OUT OF YOUR DOGS FACE WHILE CORRECTING! All dogs 
have the potential to bite. ALL DOGS! You challenge them when you do this!
Never walk over your dog, make them get out of your way.
You go through doorways, up and downstairs first, and always.
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